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Abstract: In the mid-6th millennium calBC, ceram-
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Delta of Lower Egypt. A southern Levantine ori-
��	��������������������!3���'���3��3���
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ty years ago by Jacob Kaplan (KAPLAN 1959) and 
several different cultural entities have since been 
considered as the possible origin, including the 
Yarmukian culture (EIWANGER� }ºÃ��<� ���� ò���"�	�
culture (SMITH 1989), the Lodian (SHIRAI 2010), the 
Nizzanim and the Wadi Rabah culture (TASSIE 
~�}��_� `���� 3�3��� �����	��� ������ "�� 3�����#��
source cultures and reviews the archaeological 
data based on an absolute radiocarbon chronolo-
gy. Preliminary results suggest that the Wadi 
Rabah culture played the most crucial role in the 
formation of the Neolithic of Lower Egypt, and 
that there were extensive cultural interactions 
between the Levant and Egypt. The interactions 
emerging in this period were embedded in an 
internationalism that connected most of the Near 
East. It can be envisaged that favourable climatic 
conditions in this period might also have enabled 
and facilitated interactions between the southern 
Levant and Egypt. The transregional interactions 
of the 6th millennium calBC can also be seen as a 
prelude to the better understood contacts of the 
Early Bronze Age, which also coincided with a cli-
matic amelioration.
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trans regional interaction, climate

1. Introduction

The origin of the Pottery Neolithic of Lower 
Egypt has long been debated. Early attempts to 
synchronise parallels in the material culture 
between Lower Egypt and the southern Levant 
were made by Helene J. Kantor (KANTOR 1942) 
and Jacob Kaplan (KAPLAN 1959). Kantor (KANTOR 
1942, 174–175) paralleled Merimde Beni-Salame 
with the Ghassulian culture of the southern Levant 
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Kaplan (KAPLAN 1959, 134) correlated certain pot-
tery shapes from the Badarian site of Hamadiya 
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pointing out that the black burnished tradition 
from Lower Egypt appears to have been derived 
from a southern Levantine tradition (KAPLAN 1959, 
136). The herringbone pattern seen on ceramics 
from Merimde Beni-Salame also attracted some 
attention. Hjalmar Larsen (LARSEN 1958, 45) sug-
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on Merimde pottery and sherds from Jericho, Stra-
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was subsequently accepted in the literature (BAUM-
GARTEL 1960, 140; HAYES 1965, 114, 122).
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tural units have been proposed as having been the 
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the Yarmukian (EIWANGER 1984, 62; SHIRAI 2010, 
314); the Lodian (SHIRAI 2010, 315); the Nizzanim 
variant (TASSIE
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 �SMITH 
1989, 75); and the Wadi Rabah (WARFE 2003, 190; 
TASSIE 2014, 194). This study evaluates the evi-
dence for the proposed cultural contribution of 
each of these southern Levantine cultural entities 
on the Pottery Neolithic of the Nile Delta and the 
Fayum region.

2. The Pottery Neolithic of the Nile Delta and 
the Fayum region

The term Pottery Neolithic indicates the earliest 
regular use of pottery in the ancient Middle East, 
and evidence for this period has been found in 
both the Nile Delta and the Fayum (Fig. 1). While 
both centres share many cultural traits, they also 
have many distinctive features.

2.1 The Nile Delta 

Only two sites are currently known that represent 
the earliest phases of the Pottery Neolithic in the 
Nile Delta: Merimde Beni-Salame and Saïs (Fig. 1). 
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The very limited data on this chronological phase 
can mainly be ascribed to the accumulation of Nile 
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ing and excavating remains from early periods. 
Despite the limited dataset, the two sites of the Nile 
Delta provide valuable information on this era. 

Merimde Beni-Salame was discovered by Her-
mann Junker in 1928 during a survey in the West-
ern Delta, and was subsequently excavated over 
seven seasons, from 1929 to 1937 (JUNKER 1928; 
1929; 1930; 1932; 1933; 1934; 1940), during which 
6400 m² of the suggested 25 ha large settlement 
were uncovered (EIWANGER 1992, 7). Small scale 
survey projects have been conducted since by 
Egyptian (HASSAN 1979) and British expeditions 
(ROWLAND and BERTINI 2016). 

The excavation by Junker was never fully pub-
lished because the documentation was lost during 
the Second World War. Josef Eiwanger resumed 
the excavations from 1976 to 1982 and uncovered 
another 1200 m² north-east of Junker’s excavation 
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reports (EIWANGER 1984; 1988; 1992). Junker (JUN-
KER 1940, 5–12) had observed three occupation 
phases, while Eiwanger (EIWANGER 1992, 10–12) 
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est). Table 1 summarises the exposed stratigraphy 
and correlations suggested by Eiwanger (EIWANGER 
1992, 34). The ‘Urschicht’ mentioned in that table 
represents the earliest occupation detected at the 
site. The architecture of this earliest Pottery Neo-
lithic stratum was concisely summarised by Geof-

Fig. 1  Map of Lower Egypt Sites
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frey John Tassie (TASSIE 2014, 208–209). Eiwan-
ger’s Stratum I consisted of post holes that can be 
reconstructed to show the presence of elliptical 
huts, as well as hearths (Fig. 2), storage bins and 
pits in the open area. Pit burials of individuals in 
contracted position were located in an abandoned 
area of the settlement. The ceramics of this stra-
tum were dominated by untampered, red- or 
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sions below the rim (LARSEN 1959) as well as 
unburnished red slip ware. Shapes included open 
bowls, hole-mouth jars, carinated vessels, pierced 
and loop handles, and footed stands (EIWANGER 
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blades, bifacial blades and borers, as well as one 
triangular bifacial adze (EIWANGER 1984, 40–52). 
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and ostrich eggshell beads are notable among the 
��'��
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�EIWANGER 1984, 53–55).

The second site ascribed to the earliest Pottery 
Neolithic of the Delta was discovered at Saïs in 
1999 during a survey with drilled cores conducted 

by Penelope Wilson on behalf of the Durham Uni-
versity, and subsequently excavated as ‘Excavation 
8’ (144m2) in 2005 (WILSON, GILBERT and TASSIE 
2014, 4). Three main strata were discovered, the 
earlier two being ascribed to the Neolithic by the 
excavators: Saïs IA (Early Neolithic) and Saïs IB 
(Late Neolithic). The lower of these strata consist-
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IB included red-and-black burnished ware, red 
burnished pottery with herringbone incisions and 
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 �WILSON, GILBERT and TASSIE 
2014, Chapters 6 and 7).

2.2 The Fayum region

Gertrude Caton-Thompson and Elinor W. Gardner 
discovered several Neolithic sites in the Fayum 
depression in the 1920s that were subsequently 
excavated. Three locations (Kom K, Kom W and 
the K-pits) fall into the period covered by this paper. 
In the late 1970s further evidence of Pottery Neo-
lithic occupations at the Fayum were uncovered at 
Qasr el Sagha and at Site E29G Area B; all of these 
sites are located north of Lake Qarun (Fig. 1).
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between 0.3 and 1.5 m in diameter, cut into the 
bedrock (CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, 
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twelve contained complete or fragmentary ceram-
ic vessels, and an additional 39 contained ceramic 
sherds. The ceramic assemblage was marked by 
red-and-black burnished wares, as well as undeco-
rated vessels. Deep bowls and hole-mouth jars 
were common. Lithics were dominated by denticu-
lated bifacial sickle blades, bifacial axes and adzes 
with polished edges, and barbed arrow heads.
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similar to those of Kom W (CATON-THOMPSON and 

Table 1: Summary of the stratigraphy at Merimde Beni Salame

Junker Eiwanger Period Feature Finds
III
IV

V Late 
 Neolithic

Elliptical pisé structures, partial-
ly-sunken hearths, basket silos, pit 
burials

Red and black burnished ware, 
vegetal temper, tanged arrow-
heads

II
III
II Early 

 Neolithic
Postholes of oval dwellings, hoard 
��
'
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(storage or dump), pit burials

Red burnished pottery (irregular), 
denticulated bifacial sickle blades, 
polished axes

Hiatus Sterile layer of aeolian sand —

I I ‘Urschicht’, postholes of oval 
structures, hearths and storage 
bins outside, pit burials

Non-tempered red burnished pot-
tery, herringbone patterns, backed 
sickle blades, sheep bones

Fig. 2  Architecture of Merimde Beni Salame (after TASSIE 
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GARDNER 1934, 37–41). No architectural features 
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assemblages were virtually identical to those of 
Kom W. An area with further 174 pits was discov-
ered about one kilometre north-east of Kom K: 67 
in the upper area and 109 in the lower area. The 
preservation of carbonised organic material in the 
upper area was exceptional, with both grain and 
basketry perfectly preserved. 56 of the pits in the 
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of the other eleven was unclear, and were either 
unlined or lined with basketry (WENDRICH and 
HOLDAWAY in press). These silos mainly contained 
grain, but also held baskets, ceramics, woven linen 
and shell scoops, as well as sickle holders with 
sickle blades.

The 109 lower K-pits (also called the K-grana-
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rial was rather poorly preserved. The ceramic 
assemblage of the K-pits is comparable to that of 
Kom K and Kom W sites, marked by red-and-
black burnished wares and undecorated ceramics.

In 1979, a joint mission of the University of 
Krakow and the German Archaeological Institute 
Cairo conducted one excavation season in the area 
of the Qasr el Sagha Temple, focusing on prehis-
toric settlements (GINTER et al. 1982; KOZLOWSKI 
and GINTER 1989). Eleven locations were explored, 
dating from the Epipaleolithic to the Early Dynas-
tic period. Five sites (QS X/81, QS V/79, QS XI/81, 
QS IX/81, QS III/79) covered the Early Neolithic 
period. These small-scale excavations yielded 
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tery that paralleled the Fayumian sites of Kom W 
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determinations (discussed below).

Site E29G Area B consists of a concentration of 
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area of c. 60 × 10 m. At least seventeen hearths 
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 �WENDORF and SCHILD 1976, 
199–211; SHIRAI 2010, 46–47). The ceramics found 
at the site are similar to those from Kom W and 
Kom K. No architectural remains have been dis-
covered. The site is possibly Caton-Thomson and 
Gardner’s Site R (CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 
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The Pottery Neolithic remains an elusive period in 
the cultural sequence of Egypt. This is due both to 

the lack of excavated settlement sites of this period 
and often to unsecure dating. The following over-
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that can be ascribed to the Pottery Neolithic peri-
od with reasonable certainty. 
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appearance of ceramics in Lower Egypt (Fig. 3:1–
6; TASSIE
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characterised by slip and burnish. At Merimde 
Beni-Salame, Stratum I, ceramics were further 
decorated with herringbone patterns incised into 
the burnished vessels, along the rim (Fig. 3:3; 
EIWANGER 1984, 18–19). The shapes were predomi-
nantly deep and shallow bowls (Fig. 3:1, 2, 5; Mer-
imde Beni-Salame, Stratum I: EIWANGER 1984, pl. 
11:I.186; pl. 9:I.142–I.151; Kom W: CATON-THOMP-
SON and GARDNER 1934, pl. XVIII:10, 11, 12, 23; pl. 
XVIII:3, 4), though hole-mouth jars are well-rep-
resented in the assemblage (Fig. 3:3, 6; CATON-
THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, pls. XVIII:24–30, 
XIX:32–33, 35–43, XX:44–45; EIWANGER 1984: 
pls. 16, 17, 33). Chalices and stands occur only 
rarely (Fig. 3:4; CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 
1934, pl. XX:47, 48, 49; EIWANGER 1984, pls. 
22:I.447, I.448, 35:I.638). Pithoi and necked jars 
are absent; their function appears to have been 
taken by basketry-lined silos that were excavated 
into the ground (CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 
1934, 41–59).
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ance of sickle blades in Egypt (Fig. 3:8; CATON-
THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, pl. X:33–53; pl. 
XXII:11–34; EIWANGER 1984, pl. 49:I.951; SHIRAI 
2010, 315). Bifaces such as axes and adzes occur 
(Fig. 3:9; CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, pl. 
XXIX:13, 14; EIWANGER 1984, pl. 62), as well as a 
wide range of choppers, scrapers, and perforators 
(Fig. 3:10–12; EIWANGER 1984, pl. 45:I.843–I.869; 
KOZLOWSKI and GINTER
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single side-notched arrow head was discovered in 
the lowest stratum of Merimde Beni-Salame 
(Fig. 3:7; EIWANGER 1984, pl. 57), which stands out 
in an assemblage otherwise devoid of them. 

The stone tool assemblage is rather simple, 
dominated by grinding slabs (Fig. 3:11; CATON-
THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, pl. VII; EIWANGER 
1984, 58, tabs. 67–69; WILSON, GILBERT, and TASSIE 
2014, pl. 49:S0774, S0823, S0829) and pounders. 
Mace heads occur occasionally (Fig. 3:13; CATON-
THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, pl. XXIX:10–12; 
pls. XII:5, 26, XXX:2). Pierced ceramic discs, 
which were possibly used as spindle whorls, 
appear to have been manufactured from pottery 
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Fig. 3  Egyptian Neolithic Material Culture – 1. Deep bowl (Merimde Beni-Salame; EIWANGER
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sherds (Fig. 3:15; EIWANGER 1984, pl. 63:I.1186, 
I.1187).

The subsistence pattern of this period appears 
to have been predominantly Neolithic. While 
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Egyptian Eastern Desert as early as the 7th millen-
nium calBC, as evidenced by sites such as the 
Sodmein Cave and the Tree Shelter (LINSEELE et al. 
2009; VERMEERSCH et al. 2015), they started 
appearing elsewhere in the 6th millennium (LIN-
SEELE et al . 2014; LINSEELE, HOLDAWAY and WEN-
DRICH 2016). Sheep, goats, barley and emmer 
wheat, and possibly cattle and pigs, were reared in 
the Delta from the late 6th millennium calBC 
onwards, as remains were found at both Merimde 
Beni-Salame, Stratum I (VON DEN DRIESCH 1985), 
and Saïs, Stratum I (WILSON, GILBERT and TASSIE 
2014, 137, tab. 34). Fishing was practised in lacus-
trine areas (LINSEELE in WILSON, GILBERT and TAS-
SIE 2014, 138, tab. 35).

2.4 Chronological considerations

To date, seven sites in Lower Egypt and the Fay-
um that have been ascribed to the early Neolithic 
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assemblage (Table 2) have produced radiocarbon 

dates. While these samples are not always from 
the earliest strata (e. g. at Saïs), they still provide a 
terminus post quem for the earlier strata and are 
thus considered in this study. Nevertheless, the 
absolute chronology of the 6th and 5th millennia 
calBC in Lower Egypt and the Fayum remains 
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this: many of the available radiocarbon dates were 
measured in the early years of the radiocarbon 
method (OLSSON 1959; LIBBY 1955) and can no 
longer be considered reliable; and little informa-
tion is available concerning the stratigraphic asso-
ciation of most samples. The key site of Merimde 
Beni-Salame, for example, yielded 17 determina-
tions that cover the late 6th and most of the 5th mil-
lennium calBC. No dates are available from the 
earliest Stratum I (‘Urschicht’), which has a differ-
ent material culture to the later strata, and is sepa-
rated from them by a hiatus. It is likely, however, 
that the site reaches quite far back into the mid-6th 
millennium calBC (EIWANGER 1984, 63; LARSEN 
1958, 48–50).

The early excavations in the Fayum were 
chronologically assessed in the 1950s by Libby 
himself. Two short-lived samples from the K-pits, 
Pit 13 (C-457) and Pit 59 (C-550), resulted in two 
consistent determinations in the second half of the 

Table 2: Radiocarbon dates for the Pottery Neolithic of Lower Egypt

Site Stratum Lab. Code Material BP 68.2 95.4 Reference
Merimde 
Beni- 
Salame

�¹£
I�4�
�
�$ U-10A Grain 5430 ±120 4369–4060 4493–3987 (OLSSON 1959)
�¹£
I�4�
�
�$ U-10B Grain 5550 ± 100 4499–4271 4681–4083
�¹£
I�4�
�
�$ U-73 Grain 5640 ± 100 4580–4357 4717–4328
�¹£
I�4º
�
�$ U-31 Bone apatite 3630 ± 100 2191–1882 2290–1700
�¹£
I�4º
�
�$ U-32 Bone collagen 4560 ± 140 3507–3031 3632–2921
I�4º
�
�$ U-6 Charcoal 6130 ± 110 5217–4937 5315–4795
]�£
I�4º
�
�$ U-7 Charcoal 5710 ± 700 5460–3806 6102–3020
A18 U-8 Charcoal 5580 ± 230 4716–4081 4999–3951
? U-9A Charcoal 5970 ± 120 5016–4711 5211–4583
? U-9B Charcoal 5940 ± 100 4951–4707 5195–4550
���£
I�4ª�
� WSU-1846 Grain 5260 ± 90 4229–3983 4331–3821 (HASSAN 1985)
���£
I�4��
� W-4355 Charcoal 5750 ± 100 4712–4492 4826–4367
I.1 KN-3275 Charcoal 5830 ± 60 4771–4612 4834–4541
I.2 KN-3276 Charcoal 5790 ± 60 4710–4557 4782–4502
I.3 KN-3277 Charcoal 4750 ± 105 3640–3377 3774–3136
V.1 KN-3278 Charcoal 5590 ± 60 4463–4356 4541–4338
V.2 KN-3279 Charcoal 5760 ± 60 4688–4545 4728–4461

Saïs Saïs IB: L8022 Beta-228941 Charcoal 5090 ± 40 3958–3805 3969–3794 (WILSON, GILBERT and 
TASSIE 2014)Saïs IB: L8023 Beta-228938 Charcoal 5260 ± 40 4225–3992 4231–3979

Saïs IB: L8024 Beta-228940 Charcoal 5100 ± 50 3964–3804 3990–3775
Saïs II: L8013 Beta-228939 Charcoal 4970 ± 60 3892–3662 3942–3647
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Site Stratum Lab. Code Material BP 68.2 95.4 Reference
Kom W ? I-4127 Charcoal 5810 ± 115 4795–4528 4946–4374 (WENDORF and SCHILD 

1976)
Trench 1 UCIAMS-33835 Charcoal 5710 ± 20 4556–4499 4612–4486 (WENDRICH, TAYLOR and 

SOUTHON 2010)Trench 1 UCIAMS-33836 Charcoal 5665 ± 20 4517–4462 4540–4457
Trench 1 UCIAMS-33838 Charcoal 5660 ± 20 4504–4460 4537–4456
Trench 1 UCIAMS-33839 Charcoal 5670 ± 15 4520–4465 4536–4460
Trench 1 UCIAMS-33837 Charcoal 1755 ± 15 249–325 240–334

Kom K Trench 2 UCIAMS-34422 Charcoal 5620 ± 20 4490–4400 4498–4369
Trench 2 UCIAMS-33840 Charcoal 5680 ± 20 4540–4488 4546–4460
Trench 2 UCIAMS-22841 Charcoal 5640 ±15 4491–4456 4522–4406
Trench 2 UCIAMS-45069 Charcoal 5645 ± 20 4497–4456 4537–4405
Trench 2 UCIAMS-45070 Charcoal 5670 ± 25 4523–4464 4547–4455
Trench 2 UCIAMS-45068 Charcoal 5650 ± 20 4500–4457 4537–4450
Trench 2 UCIAMS-45071 Charcoal 5680 ± 20 4540–4488 4546–4460
Trench 3 UCIAMS-45074 Charcoal 5640 ± 25 4502–4450 4539–4374
Trench 3 UCIAMS-45072 Charcoal 5655 ± 20 4502–4458 4537–4453
Trench 3 UCIAMS-45073 Charcoal 5660 ± 25 4516–4460 4546–4451
Trench 4 UCIAMS-45075 Charcoal 5720 ± 30 4600–4504 4682–4486
Trench 4 UCIAMS-45076 Charcoal 5680 ± 25 4541–4466 4558–4455
Trench 4 UCIAMS-45077 Charcoal 5675 ± 25 4533–4466 4551–4454
Trench 5 UCIAMS-45078 Charcoal 5675 ± 25 4533–4466 4551–4454
Trench 5 UCIAMS-45080 Charcoal 5685 ± 45 4578–4458 4683–4400
Trench 5 UCIAMS-45079 Charcoal 5690 ± 25 4546–4489 4584–4458
Trench 6 UCIAMS-45081 Charcoal 5570 ± 30 4447–4365 4457–4352
Trench 6 UCIAMS-45082 Charcoal 5615 ± 25 4486–4374 4496–4366
Trench 6 UCIAMS-45083 Charcoal 5670 ± 25 4523–4464 4547–4455
Trench 6 UCIAMS-45084 Charcoal 5600 ± 25 4458–4372 4487–4361
Trench 7 UCIAMS-45085 Charcoal 5590 ± 25 4453–4371 4462–4357
Trench 7 UCIAMS-45086 Charcoal 5610 ± 25 4464–4372 4491–4366
Trench 7 UCIAMS-45088 Charcoal 5655 ± 25 4516–4458 4546–4406

Upper K 
pits

Pit 13 C-457 Grain 6095 ± 250 5306–4729 5514–4463 (LIBBY 1955)
Pit 59 C-550 Grain 6391 ± 180 5545–5081 5666–4936

QS X/81 Hearth No.61 Gd-978 Charcoal 5330 ± 100 4314–4046 4349–3966 (KOZLOWSKI and GINTER 
1989)Hearth No.1 Gd-1497 Charcoal 6320 ± 60 5357–5226 5472–5081

Hearth No.2 Gd-979 Charcoal 6290 ± 100 5372–5077 5474–5022
Hearth No.5 Gd-980 Charcoal 6290 ± 110 5375–5072 5478–4998

QS I/79 1.45–1.50 m2 Bln-2333 Charcoal 5555 ± 60 4449–4351 4519–4270
1.75–1.85 m Bln-2334 Charcoal 5645 ± 55 4542–4375 4606–4355
1.70–1.75 m Gd-1140 Charcoal 5540 ± 70 4451–4339 4523–4259
Lowest level Gd-708 Charcoal 6035 ± 650 5632–4264 6386–3637

QS V/79 Hearth No.1? Bln-2335 Charcoal 6075 ± 50 5055–4859 5207–4843
Hearth No.1 Gd-695 Charcoal 5990 ± 60 4946–4796 5020–4726

QS XI/81 Hearth No.2 Gd-2021 Charcoal 6480 ± 170 5616–5305 5721–5056
QS IX/81 Hearth No.1 Gd-149 Charcoal 6380 ± 60 5466–5312 5476–5227
E29G  
Area B

Trench 4,  
layer 2

I-4131 Charcoal 5860 ± 115 4845–4556 5006–4458 (SHIRAI 2010)

1 Hearths were numbered from the bottom to the top, i.e. Hearth no. 6 is the youngest and Hearth no. 1 is the oldest.
2 Below surface.
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6th millennium calBC (LIBBY 1955). A charcoal 
sample from Kom W (I-4127), suggested a young-
er date in the mid-5th millennium calBC (WENDORF 
and SCHILD 1976). A recent dating project on 
organic material from Kom W and Kom K, now 
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this date (WENDRICH, TAYLOR and SOUTHON 2010).

Two sites near Qasr el Sagha (QS I/79, QS 
X/81) yielded sequences of radiocarbon dates, per-

mitting Bayesian modelling of the results 
(Table 3). A model for site QS I/79 begins with the 
lowest sample (Gd-708), followed by a gap and 
then a sequence of dates from three further sam-
ples (Bln-2334, Gd-1140, Bln-2333). The model 
calculates the beginning of the phase to 4982–
4385 BC at 68.2 %, and 6035–4358 BC at 95.4 %. 
A sequence of three samples from site QS X/81 
were taken from the earliest Neolithic stratum. 

Table 3: Bayesian phase models for Lower Egypt

Site Model Boundary Phase Model 68.2 Model 95.4
QS X/81 2 phase Start 1 Phase 1 5436–5241 5772–5125

End 1 5306–5038 5365–4688
Start 2 Phase 2 4676–4116 5101–4039
End 2 4305–4382 4439–2909

QS I/79 2 phase Start 1 Phase 1 4982–4385 6035–4358
End 1 4721–4381 5299–4358
Start 2 Phase 2 4512–4381 4665–4354
End 2 4442–4335 4490–4181

Fig. 4  Chronology of Lower Egypt 
Neolithic
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These superposed one another (Gd-1497, Gd-979 
and Gd-980), and were followed by a younger 
sample (Gd-978) from a hearth in a level above. 
The start boundary (and thus the earliest occupa-
tion at the site) can, therefore, be calculated to 
5436–5241 BC at 68.2 %, and to 5772–5125 BC at 
95.4 %.

The radiocarbon evidence from QS X/81 can be 
considered reliable and serves as a chronological 
anchor (Fig. 4). Similarly, the individual dates from 
Kom K, Kom W, Saïs, QS IX/81 and QS XI/81 are 
reasonably reliable chronological pegs. The dating 
of Saïs IA and Merimde Stratum I (‘Urschicht’) 
remains speculative. Based on the radiocarbon data 
that are currently available, it is possible that the 
Fayum Neolithic predates the Delta Neolithic, but 
as Eiwanger (EIWANGER 1984, 63) observed, it is 
highly unlikely that the Neolithic started indepen-
dently in the oasis while ‘skipping’ the Delta. 

3 Cultural entities of the Southern Levant

The Levantine cultural entities of the 6th to 5th mil-
lennia are little-studied, in comparison to those 
that followed them in the Bronze Age, and require 
some description. It should be noted that while the 
cultural entities now known as the Yarmukian and 
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The various entities have been discussed in detail 
by Avi Gopher (GOPHER and GOPHNA 1993; GOPHER 
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�GARFINKEL 1999a).

3.1 Yarmukian
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late 1940s by Moshe Stekelis, based on his excava-
tion at Sha’ar Hagolan (Fig. 6), where he observed 
a distinct assemblage characterised by herring-
bone-patterned ceramics and sickle blades with 
coarse denticulation. Based on these features, he 
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nearby Yarmuk river (STEKELIS 1951). The Yar-
mukian is the earliest pottery-bearing culture in 
the southern Levant (GARFINKEL 1993) and its 
remains have been uncovered at over 20 sites 
(GOPHER
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of this period are at Sha’ar Hagolan (STEKELIS 1951; 
1952; 1972), which was also later excavated by 
�'�)�;��
 �GARFINKEL and MILLER 2002; GARFIN-
KEL and BEN-SHLOMO 2009; GARFINKEL, BEN-SHLO-
MO and KORN 2010), and at Munhata (GOPHER 1989; 
GARFINKEL 1992). Extensive architectural remains 
have been uncovered at both these sites, including 
rectilinear courtyard houses and circular struc-
tures.

Yarmukian ceramics are surprisingly coherent 
in typology and decoration, given that they repre-
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Levant. Vessel shapes are dominated by deep 
bowls that are often decorated, along with footed 
vessels, hole-mouth jars, and necked jars (Fig. 7:1–
6), but forms also include footed spoons, pithoi 
and miniature vessels. The herringbone decoration 
pattern is framed by two incised lines and is very 
common, becoming the fossile directeur of this 
cultural entity (Fig. 8: 5–8; GARFINKEL 1999a, 
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number of bifacially retouched sickle blades with 
heavy denticulation, Haparsa and Herzliya arrow-
heads, axes and adzes, perforators and scrapers 
(Fig. 7:7–13; GOPHER and GOPHNA 1993, 309–311).

Yarmukian people relied on a Neolithic subsist-
ence strategy, rearing domestic animals such as 

Fig. 5  Chronology of Southern Levantine Cultural Entities
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sheep, goats, pigs, and cattle. Based on the faunal 
analysis, hunting was uncommon, possibly only 
being practised on a seasonal basis (GOPHER 2012b, 
1553–1554).

Extraordinarily rich imagery is notable in the 
Yarmukian material culture, including large num-
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quently with ‘coffee-bean’ or ‘cowrie-shell’ 
shaped eyes (sometimes also called ‘mother god-
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incised eyes (Fig. 7:14,15; GARFINKEL, BEN-SHLOMO 
and KORN 2010).
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to two extensive sequences of radiocarbon dates 
from Sha’ar Hagolan (GARFINKEL 1999b; GARFIN-
KEL and BEN-SHLOMO 2009, 16–20) and Nahal 
Zehora II (GOPHER 2012b, Appendix 41.A). Based 
on these results as well as additional single sam-
ples from other sites, the Yarmukian culture falls 
into a range of c. 6350–5800 calBC (GOPHER 
2012b, 1532).

Following Larsen (LARSEN 1958, 45), Eiwanger 
(EIWANGER 1984, 61–62) saw parallels for the her-
ringbone patterns discovered at Merimde Beni-

Fig. 6  Map of Sites in the Southern Levant Mentioned in the Text
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Fig. 7  Yarmukian Material – 1. Deep bowl (Munhata 2b; GARFINKEL
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Salame in the Yarmukian wares found at Sha’ar 
Hagolan. He (1984, 62) argued that “die Gefäßfor-
men sind meist nicht vergleichbar. Trotz vieler 
Unterschiede kann an einer ganz allgemeinen 
Beziehung jedoch kaum gezweifelt werden, ohne 
das angesichts des gegenwärtigen Forschungs-
standes Frage der Priorität und des gegenseitigen 
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recently, Noriyuki Shirai (SHIRAI 2010) conducted 
an in-depth analysis of the Fayumian Epipalaeo-
lithic and Neolithic assemblages. He argued that 
while some features of Fayumian ceramics might 
originate from the eastern Western Desert tradi-
tion, the typological variety of the assemblage 
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enced mainly by the southern Levant (SHIRAI 2010, 
314). He particularly observed the resemblance 
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bases, and miniature vessels with pedestals from 
the Fayum Neolithic, and those of the Yarmukian 
(SHIRAI 2010, 314).

However, chronological considerations render 
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and early 6th millennium calBC, but radiocarbon 
dates for the Fayumian and Delta Neolithic do not 
suggest a date earlier than the mid-6th millennium, 
as noted above. This indicates that the two cultural 
entities were hundreds of years apart. 

Further, Eiwanger pointed out that while the 
herringbone pattern of the Merimde Beni-Salame 
resembles that of the Yarmukian culture, the 
ceramic shapes were very different. I would also 
add that while both cultures used herringbone pat-
terns, their execution differs drastically, as will be 
elaborated below. 

3.2 Lodian (Jericho IX/Pottery Neolithic A)

This cultural group has been referred to by three 
different terms, which essentially describe the 
same typological characteristics: Jericho IX, based 
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Garstang (GARSTANG, DROOP and CRAWFOOT 1935; 
GARSTANG, BEN-DOR and FITZGERALD 1936; GARFIN-
KEL 1999a: 68); Pottery Neolithic A, based on the 
sequence described by Kathleen Kenyon at Jericho 
(KENYON 1957; KENYON 1960); and Lodian, based 
on the excavation of the toponymous site of Lod 
(GOPHER 1995; GOPHER 2012b, 1532, 1539–1541). I 
use the latter in this paper.

Gopher (GOPHER
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Lodian sites that cover the entire southern Levant, 

extending east and west of the Jordan River and as 
far north as the Hula Valley. There are some dis-
crepancies regarding the sites of Nizzanim, Giva’t 
Haparsa, Ziqmim, which have led to them being 
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which will be discussed in the following section.

Only scant wall remains of rectilinear and 
curved architecture have been uncovered at Lodi-
an sites, such as at Nahal Zehora II (GOPHER 2012c) 
or Tel Te’o (EISENBERG, GOPHER and GREENBERG 
2001, 18–23), while Lod yielded pit structures that 
have been interpreted as dwellings (GOPHER and 
BLOCKMAN 2004, 4).

The ceramic assemblage of the Lodian contains 
shapes similar to those of the Yarmukian (GAR-
FINKEL 1999, 75) yet differs in its decoration. 
Instead of the Yarmukian herringbone pattern, 
vessels are decorated with a painted decoration of 
reddish brown colour on a cream-coloured slip 
(Fig. 8:1–6). Zigzag lines and horizontal bands 
were popular, and the painted section of a vessel 
was often burnished as well (GARFINKEL 1999a, 
96). Notable features of the lithic assemblage are 
wide sickle blades that bear intensive bifacial 
retouching and have a curved or trapezoidal shape, 
though classic Yarmukian sickle blades are also 
part of the assemblage. Other aspects of the 
assemblage include small arrowheads of the 
Haparsa, Nizzanim and Herzeliya types, axes, 
bifacial knives, perforators, scrapers, and notched 

Fig. 8  Fishbone Pattern Decoration
1.–4. Merimde Beni Salame (EIWANGER
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I.355; I.347);
5.–6. Munhata (GARFINKEL 1999: photo 40);
7.–8. Megiddo (GARFINKEL 1999: photo 41);

9.–10. Ein el Jarba (STREIT
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11. Munhata (GARFINKEL 1999: photo 73);

12. Ein el Jarba (STREIT
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and denticulated items (Fig. 8:7–14; GOPHER and 
GOPHNA 1993, 319).

The subsistence pattern observed at Lodian 
occupation sites such as Nahal Zehora II does not 
differ from that seen in Yarmukian strata (DAVIS 
2012), being based on domesticate species such as 
sheep/goats, cattle, and semi-domesticated pigs. 
Hunting was not a major subsistence strategy of 
this cultural entity.

The chronological position of the Lodian is still 
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Lodian was a regional variant, contemporary to 
the Yarmukian Neolithic (GARFINKEL 1999a, 102), 
Gopher argued that the Lodian immediately fol-
lowed the Yarmukian (GOPHER 2012b, 1532). Both 
radiocarbon dating and stratigraphic assessments 
are inconclusive on this point. Typological similar-
ities between Yarmukian and Lodian pottery are 
evident (GARFINKEL 1999, tab. 11), and it is likely 
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Yarmukian Neolithic, but how far the Lodian over-
lapped other early cultural entities, such as the 
Wadi Rabah, remains unresolved. Gopher and 
Noga Blockman have argued for a chronological 
overlap between the Wadi Rabah and the Lodian 
cultures (GOPHER and BLOCKMAN 2004, 47), but 
Edward Banning (BANNING 2007, 88) suggested 
that there was either no overlap or only a very 
short one, based on a Bayesian analysis of the 
available radiocarbon data. Only two samples 
were available to him (one from Hagoshrim, one 
from Drah), but since then additional samples have 
been published, providing nine determinations in 
total (GOPHER 2012b, Appendix 41.a). An in-depth 
discussion of Lodian dating is pending, but the 
available radiocarbon dates from these determina-
tions cover approximately 6200–5800 calBC, sup-
porting Banning’s suggestion. Considering that the 
geographic spread of the Wadi Rabah predomi-
nantly encompasses the central and northern parts 
of the southern Levant, it is possible that the Lodi-
an complex could have continued into the mid-6th 
millennium in the more southerly reaches of the 
southern Levant.

In his analysis of the lithic assemblage of the 
Fayumian Epipalaeolithic and Neolithic, Shirai 
observed (SHIRAI 2010, 315) strong parallels 
between the intensely bifacially retouched and ser-
rated sickle blades of the Fayum with those typical 
of the Lodian culture, which he viewed as a later 
phase of the Yarmukian. He further noted that this 
type became less common in the following Wadi 
Rabah culture, while it persisted in Egypt, and 
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and polished axes of triangular shape common to 
the Yarmukian and Lodian culture and those of 
the Egyptian Neolithic (SHIRAI 2010, 317).
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Lodian made a feasible contribution to the Egyp-
tian Neolithic. Based on the available radiocarbon 
data, the Lodian (like the Yarmukian) appears to 
pre-date the onset of the Pottery Neolithic in 
Egypt by at least 300 years.

3.3 Nizzanim variant

The Nizzanim variant is an ambiguous entity, even 
in the protohistory of the southern Levant. The 
term refers to remains found at only three sites, all 
located on the southern coastal plain: Nizzanim 
(YEIVIN and OLAMI 1979); Giva’t Haparsa (OLAMI, 
BURIAN and FRIEDMAN 1977); and Ziqmim (GAR-
FINKEL et al. 2002). None of these sites yielded 
architectural remains. Ceramics have only been 
found in small quantities and seem to differ from 
the Yarmukian and Lodian traditions. In compari-
son to other Neolithic wares, the pottery has been 
regarded as being crudely manufactured, of simple 
shapes, and having a low proportion of decorations 
(GARFINKEL 1999a, 97; GARFINKEL et al. 2002, 88). 
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to that of earlier pre-Pottery Neolithic C sites and 
features a relative abundance of arrowheads, sickle 
blades (Yarmukian and Lodian types) and perfora-
tors, while bifaces are relatively scarce (GARFINKEL 
1999a, 117; GARFINKEL et al. 2002, 96–117). 

The chronological position of the Nizzanim 
group is unclear, particularly as no direct strati-
graphic relationships to other cultural entities have 
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proposed that it coexisted with the Yarmukian and 
Lodian, Gopher and Gophna (GOPHER and GOPHNA 
1993, 317–318) considered it to be a variant of the 
Lodian tradition. Absolute dating also remains 
problematic. Three radiocarbon dates are available 
– two from Giv’at Haparsa and one from Nizza-
nim (GARFINKEL 1999, tab. 24) – but only that from 
Nizzanim (Hv-8509: 6790 ± 90 BP) was undertak-
en on a short-lived bone sample. It calibrates to 
5767–5619 calBC at 68.2 % or 5878–5541 calBC at 
95.4 %. This would suggest a chronological posi-
tion parallel to the Wadi Rabah culture, but is con-
tradicted by the lithic assemblage.

As such, the exact nature of the Nizzanim 
group remains unresolved, but an interpretation of 
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camps (GARFINKEL 1999, 97) appears feasible. Both 
the ceramic and the lithic assemblages show 
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than the Early Chalcolithic, suggesting that the 
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the accurate date of its site. Further, it should be 
borne in mind that only three sites, each with very 
restricted horizontal exposures, have been 
ascribed to this group. It is, therefore, questionable 
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cultural group. I share the position of Gopher 
(GOPHER 2012b, 1539), who does not accept the 
Nizzanim as a separate group, but rather interprets 
it as a variant of the Lodian.

Tassie (TASSIE 2014, 194) argued on chronologi-
cal terms that farmer-herders of the Wadi Rabah 
or possibly the Nizzanim culture migrated to Low-
er Egypt. The former option will be discussed in a 
later section, but based on the currently available 
data, and regardless of whether it should be con-
sidered a distinct group or rather part of the Lodi-
an culture, the Nizzanim variant appears to have 
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of the early 6th millennium than to later Egyptian 
ones. It is, therefore, likely that the Nizzanim, like 
the Yarmukian and Lodian, pre-dates the Egyptian 
Neolithic by a considerable margin. 
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Gilead (GILEAD and ALON 1988) and later further 
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 �GARFINKEL 1999, 189–199) 
and Goren (GOREN 1990), based on remains from 
Qatif (GILEAD 1993) and four other sites: Nahal 
Besor (GILEAD and ALON 1988); Herzeliya (PRAUS-
NITZ 1970); Teluliyot Batashi (KAPLAN 1958b); and 
Tell Wadi Feinan (NAJJAR et al. 1990). ‘Ain Waida, 
on the eastern bank of the Jordan (KUJIT and CHES-
SON 2002), has also been considered another Qati-
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misleading, because only about 200 diagnostic 
sherds from ten locations form the basis for 
describing this culture. Although Gilead (GILEAD 
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support this.

Rectilinear architectural remains are currently 
only known from ‘Ain Waida (KUJIT and CHESSON 
�����4
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er crude and of simple typological shapes (bowls, 
hole-mouth jars and necked jars), which were only 
rarely decorated (Fig. 10:1–5; GARFINKEL 1999a, 
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have only been discussed for each site individually 
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and adzes are also common, as were scrapers, per-
forators, and notched items (Fig. 10:6–9; GILEAD 
and ALON 1988, 115*–124*). The similarity 
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blades should be noted.
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and particularly their relation to main cultural 
entities such as the Wadi Rabah, remains elusive. 
At Teluliyot Batashi, Stratum IIIH was believed by 
the excavator to have had certain characteristics 
parallel to those of Site H at Nahal Besor (KAPLAN 
1958b, 12), and it superposed the Wadi Rabah 
phases of the same Stratum III. At other sites, such 
as ‘Ain Waida, the assemblage is too restricted for 
conclusions to be reached (KUJIT and CHESSON 
2002, 115). Consequently, two opposing chrono-
����'�
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 ��
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 Ø'��)'�
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 �GARFINKEL 1999a, 189) believes 
that this group postdates the Wadi Rabah and 
places it in the Middle Chalcolithic; Gopher 
(GOPHER
�����5
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allels the later phase of the Wadi Rabah.

The only two radiocarbon dates available are 
from Qatif (Pta-2968: 6040 ± 80 BP), dating to 
5047–4836 calBC at 68.2 % or 5209–4771 calBC 
at 95.4 % (GILEAD 1988, tab. 1), and from ‘Ain Wai-
da (AA-29771: 6170 ± 55 BP), dating to 5210–5055 
calBC at 68.2 % or 5296–4986 calBC at 95.4 % 
(KUJIT and CHESSON 2002, tab. 1). These results 
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place this group parallel to Middle Chalcolithic 
sites such as Tel Tsaf (STREIT and GARFINKEL 2015).

Andrew B. Smith (SMITH 1989) explored the 
interaction between the southern Levant and Low-
er Egypt in both pre-Pottery Neolithic and Pottery 
Neolithic times. He drew attention to the similarly 
crude execution of ceramics at Merimde Beni-
Salame and at Qatif, and concluded that this could 
��¥���
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introduced through pastoral contacts with North 
Africa” (SMITH 1989, 75). Smith’s argument is 
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of the 6th and the 5th millennium calBC, and thus 
postdates the onset of the Pottery Neolithic in 
Egypt. And while both ceramic traditions are 
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and-black burnish that dominates the ceramic 
assemblages of the Merimde Beni-Salame and the 
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Fayumian tradition, and no parallels are evident in 
their lithic assemblages.

3.5 Wadi Rabah 
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Kaplan in the late 1950s and 1960s based on his 
excavations at Wadi Rabah (KAPLAN 1958a), Tel-
uliyot Batashi (KAPLAN 1958b), Lod (KAPLAN 
1977), Habashan Street (KAPLAN and RITTER-
KAPLAN 1993), Kefar Gil’adi (KAPLAN 1958b) and 

Ein el-Jarba (KAPLAN 1969). It appears to have 
occupied most of the southern Levant: 42 sites 
	'��
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entity (STREIT 2016, tab. 6.2; GOPHER
 �����5
 )�4

41.2c). 

Ceramics are dominated by wares with red-
and-black burnished decoration as well as incised, 
impressed, or combed patterns. Typological shapes 
include deep and shallow bowls, tubular stands, 
chalices, pithoi with thumb-impressed ledge han-
dles, hole-mouth jars of varying sizes, and necked 

Fig. 9  Lodian Material – 1. Bowl (Kh. Ed-Dharih; GARFINKEL
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 GAR-
FINKEL 1999, 108–141). A wide variety of decora-
tion is common on Wadi Rabah ware. Red and 
black slip and burnish are most common, though 
the assemblage also includes incised or combed 
decoration of dots, parallel lines, wavy and zigzag 
lines, net patterns and herringbone patterns as well 
as applied and occasionally painted decorations 
(GARFINKEL 1999, 142–147).
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 fossile directeur of 
the Wadi Rabah assemblage are sickle blades with 
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denticulation. Perforators and bifaces, such as adz-
es and axes, are common, while arrow heads are 
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assemblages (Fig. 11:8–16; GOPHER 1989). Arrow-
heads might have been replaced by biconical sling 
stones, which are particularly characteristic for a 
Wadi Rabah ground stone tool assemblage 
(Fig. 11:19; ROSENBERG 2009) that otherwise shows 
many features common to the Pottery Neolithic 
(GOPHER 2012a; GOPHER and ORRELLE 1995b).

Architecture was predominantly rectilinear with 
broad-room houses, for example at Munhata (GAR-
FINKEL 1992, 15–18; GOPHER and ORRELLE 1995b, 
212, pl. 4) and Hagoshrim (GETZOV 2011, 1–5). 
Floors were either made of beaten earth or were 
plastered, notably at Nahal Zehora II (GOPHER 
2012c, 279–282, 284) and Ein el-Jarba (STREIT 2015, 
25–26). Storage facilities were commonly circular 
bins lined with stone slabs of various sizes, such as 
at Abu Zureiq (OSHRI 2000, 34–36) and Tel Te’o 
(EISENBERG, GOPHER and GREENBERG 2001, 23–27). A 
grille structure with many parallel walls was found 
at Munhata, and should probably be interpreted as 
the foundation of a granary (GOPHER and ORRELLE 
1995b, 212, pl. 4). Hearths and installations have 
been found both inside and outside buildings.

The subsistence pattern was based mainly on 
sheep and goats, though with some cattle and pigs 
(HORWITZ 2002; DAVIS 2012; HABER and DAYAN 
2004). Emmer wheat and barley were the most 
common food crops (KISLEV and HARTMANN 2012, 
1322, tab. 32.1; MILLER ROSEN 2001, 155, tab. 10.2). 
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Fig. 11  Wadi Rabah Material – 1. Carinated deep bowl; 2. Shallow rounded bowl; 3. Chalice; 4. Lid; 5. Bow-rim jar; 6. Flaring 
neck jar; 7. Holemouth jar (Munhata; GARFINKEL
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shown in both pollen cores and the archaeological 
record (NAMDAR et al. 2014).

Altogether, 38 radiocarbon dates are available 
from Wadi Rabah contexts, from twelve sites, and 
indicate that the Wadi Rabah cultural entity lasted 
between approximately 5700 and 5200 calBC 
(STREIT 2016, section 6.3.2).

Ashten R. Warfe (WARFE 2003) undertook a 
detailed study of the cultural origin of the Egyptian 
Pottery Neolithic. While emphasising the cultural 
contribution of the Western Desert groups to the 
Neolithic of Lower Egypt (WARFE 2003, 196–197), 
he (WARFE
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might have been imported along with new crops 
from the southern Levant. He observed (WARFE 
2003, 190) that red burnished ware, occasionally 
decorated with herringbone patterns, was found in 
the Jericho Pottery Neolithic B, and that it repre-
sented the Wadi Rabah occupation at the site. Simi-
larly, Tassie wrote, without further elaboration, that 
the ceramic styles of the Nizzanim or the Wadi 
Rabah groups are “concordant with possible pro-
genitors of Lower Egyptian pottery styles” (TASSIE 
2014, 194). Noting that the sickle blades typical for 
the Wadi Rabah culture differ from those observed 
in Lower Egypt (rectangular, backed and truncated, 
rather than bifacial intensely retouched blade), he 
proposed that Lodian blades continued to be used, 
alongside Wadi Rabah blades (TASSIE 2014, 194).

The Wadi Rabah culture chronologically over-
laps that of the Neolithic of Egypt, which by itself 
makes it the most likely candidate to have contrib-
uted to the Neolithisation process of the Delta and 
the Fayum. Further, the Wadi Rabah culture pro-
duced red-and-black burnished ceramics of the 
sort common in the Delta and Fayum, and occa-
sionally produced incised herringbone patterns 
that closely resemble the Delta and Fayum styles, 
as already noted by Warfe (WARFE 2003, 190). 
Many further parallels can be observed on closer 
examination of both assemblages, as discussed in 
the next section.

4 Similarities between Wadi Rabah and 
 Egyptian material culture
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have contributed to the Pottery Neolithic of Egypt, 
as they either pre- or post-dated the onset of this 
phase in the Fayum and the Delta. The assemblage 
of the so-called Nizzanim variant remains ill-
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was probably part of, or contemporaneous with, 
the Lodian culture it is unlikely to have contribut-
ed to the Pottery Neolithic of Egypt. Consequent-
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ence based on chronological considerations alone. 
Possible parallels in the material culture of both 
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2003, 190) and Tassie (TASSIE 2014, 194), but have 
not yet been examined in detail. A more detailed 
comparison of both assemblages and possible 
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4.1 Pottery

Several parallels can be observed between the 
typological shapes of the Wadi Rabah culture and 
the Pottery Neolithic of Egypt. For example, both 
assemblages show very high frequencies of hole-
mouth jars and simple bowls (EIWANGER 1984, 
27–31; GARFINKEL 1999a, 127–128), while chalices 
have been singled out as a non-local shape in 
Egypt (KANTOR 1942, 174–175) and regularly 
occur in the Wadi Rabah assemblage (GARFINKEL 
1999a, 123–125). However, the necked jars, pithoi, 
and carinated shapes of Wadi Rabah ceramics are 
absent from the Egyptian assemblage.

4.2 Decoration
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ished with burnishing made up nearly two-thirds 
(62.5 %) of the entire assemblage, and the smooth-
ened, non-burnished variety about one-third 
(33.7 %). The slip and burnish shows numerous 
shades of red, ranging from dark red to nearly 
black shades. No quantitative data is available for 
the Fayumian assemblages, but a high frequency 
of slip and burnish is evident (CATON-THOMPSON 
and GARDNER 1934, pls. XVIII–XX). Red-and-
black slip and burnish is the most frequent style 
found at Wadi Rabah sites, and ranges from 56 % 
of the decorated assemblage at Nahal Zehora II 
Stratum I, through 82.5 % (Munhata 2B) to 89 % 
(Nahal Zehora I, Stratum B). Among the Wadi 
Rabah culture, as in Lower Egypt but unlike any 
�
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��¥����-
es, red-and-black slip and burnish is the most pop-
ular decoration technique.

About 2.3 % of the assemblage at Merimde 
Beni-Salame (EIWANGER
 �¨º¹5
 ��&�¹5
 )�4
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 	'�

also been decorated with a herringbone pattern 
(Fig. 8:1–4). This motif has been paralleled with 
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herringbone patterns on Yarmukian ware 
(Fig. 8:5–8; EIWANGER 1984, 62; SHIRAI 2010, 314), 
but the chronological position of the Yarmukian 
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described above, Larsen (LARSEN 1958, 45) 
observed parallels between the Merimde decora-
tion with Yarmukian sherds from Jericho, Stratum 
VIII, but this stratum was later attributed to the 
Wadi Rabah culture, and the Yarmukian sherds 
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�GARFINKEL 1999, 
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ence in Egyptian material culture, but he got the 
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In addition to the chronological issues, a stylis-
tic comparison shows clear dissimilarities: the 
Merimde Beni-Salame herringbone decoration 
consists of thin, rather irregular chevron-like lines 
running outwards (often from a central line); the 
Yarmukian patterns are narrow, very regular, con-
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apart, and without a central line (Fig. 8:5–8). Her-
ringbone patterns frequently appear as an incised 
motif on Wadi Rabah ware, and are quite dissimi-
lar to Yarmukian herringbones. Wadi Rabah her-
ringbone patterns are not framed by two lines, and 
the width of the pattern is typically twice that 
found on Yarmukian ceramics (Fig. 8:9–12; GAR-
FINKEL 1999a, 145). Such Wadi Rabah herringbone 
patterns have been recorded at Munhata 2A (GAR-
FINKEL
�¨¨�5
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�KENYON and 
HOLLAND
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 GARSTANG, BEN-DOR 
and FITZGERALD 1936, pl. XXXIII:18), Tel Qiri 
(BARUCH
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1977), Wadi Rabah (KAPLAN
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Stratum II (GOPHER and EYAL
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15, 18). Rather than deriving from the Yarmukian 
ceramic tradition, the Merimde Beni-Salame her-
ringbone pattern seems to derive from the very 
similar and contemporary Wadi Rabah incised 
decoration.

4.3 Flint 

The sickle blades of Neolithic Egypt are predomi-
nantly a bifacial, intensely retouched type 
(Fig. 3:8), which have been paralleled with Lodian 
sickle blades (Fig. 9:10; SHIRAI 2010, 315; TASSIE 
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ture in Neolithic Egypt is rather unlikely based on 
chronological considerations, it is possible that this 
sickle blade tradition continued well into the Wadi 

Rabah phase, particularly in the northern Negev 
(TASSIE 2014, 194). 

Bifacially retouched axes and adzes were 
uncovered in the K-pits of the Fayum Neolithic 
(Fig. 3:9; CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, pl. 
XXIX:13, 14) as well as in the Delta region at 
Merimde Beni-Salame, Stratum I (EIWANGER 1984, 
pl. 62). Bifaces continued in the slightly later Kom 
W (CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 1934, pl. IX:1–
15) and Kom K (CATON-THOMPSON and GARDNER 
1934, pl. XXIII:5–15). Shirai (SHIRAI 2010, 317) 
has pointed out their similarity with Yarmukian/
Lodian examples, but this type was also very com-
mon in the Wadi Rabah culture (Fig. 11:14).

The side-notched, tanged arrowhead uncovered 
in the lowest stratum at Beni-Salame (Fig. 3:7; 
EIWANGER 1984, pl. 57), and six similar specimens 
found in the Fayum during surface collections by 
Caton-Thompson and Shirai (SHIRAI 2010, 321–
323), have attracted attention. Another 343 small 
arrowheads of the Haparsa and Nizzanim types 
were collected on the surface by Caton-Thomson 
at the Fayum sites Camp II, Site V, and the 
Z-basin slope (SHIRAI 2010, 327–329, tabs. 8.2, 8.3, 
)�4
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a stratigraphic context, it is known that these two 
types of small arrowheads appear in the Pottery 
Neolithic (Yarmukian, Lodian and Nizzanim vari-
ant) of the southern Levant (GOPHER 1994, 265). 
Shirai (SHIRAI 2010, 329–330) is undecided wheth-
er to date these arrowheads to the late Fayumian 
Epipalaeolithic (late 7th millennium calBC), or 
rather to the early Fayumian Pottery Neolithic 
(mid-6th millennium calBC). Both these options 
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aeolithic of the Fayum poses the question of why 
only the arrowheads were adopted, without the 
ceramic technology practised by the Lodian or 
Nizzanim cultural entities. A later date in the 6th 
millennium is also problematic, as the use of 
arrowheads declined drastically after the initial 
Pottery Neolithic. At present, it can be only sug-
gested that the arrowheads under discussion likely 
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which might have pre-dated the introduction of 
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lithic contacts, as evidenced by Helwan Points 
(SHIRAI 2010, 317–318; BAR-YOSEF 2013, 242–243). 
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Two pierced pottery discs were discovered at Mer-
imde Beni-Salame, Stratum I (Fig. 3:15; EIWANGER 
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1984, pl. 63:I.1186, I.1187). Such pierced pottery 
discs occur at most Pottery Neolithic and Chalco-
lithic sites of the Near East. The high number of 
pottery discs found in domestic contexts suggests 
that they were used for a very common activity, of 
which spinning is the most likely candidate (GIBBS 
2008; ROOIJAKKERS 2012; ORRELLE, EYAL and 
GOPHER 2012). Pierced pottery discs used as spin-
dle whorls are also supported by ethnographic 
observations (CROWFOOT 1931). C. Tineke Rooijak-
kers (ROOIJAKKERS 2012, 105) argued that plant 
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require the use of spindles. She (ROOIJAKKERS 
2012, 105), therefore, argued that the appearance 
of large and noticeably standardised assemblages 
of spindle whorls might indicate a shift in subsist-
ence strategy to an increasing reliance on ovo-
caprid herding and the subsequent exploitation of 
their secondary products. The pottery discs found 
at Merimde are a good indicator that Lower Egypt 
was, at least, a peripheral area to the wider cultur-
al practise of using animal hair and wool, which 
was likely introduced by migrating agro-pastoral-
ists, bringing their herds.
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ble fragments of two others, were uncovered from 
Merimde Beni-Salame, Stratum I (Fig. 3:14; 
EIWANGER 1984, 53–54, pl. 63:I.1174, I.1176, I.1175, 
I.1177). Of these, I.1174 is the head of a horned 
animal (c. 2.5 cm high) with wide horns, resem-
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long, with short legs, a wide head with horns and a 
lifted (broken) tail. Fragments I.1175 and I.1177 are 
horns that were likely broken off from baked clay 
)�������5
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at the site, which yielded numerous cattle bones 
(VON DEN DRIESCH 1985). 
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contexts of the later 7th and 6th millennium calBC 
in the Levant and northern Mesopotamia. In the 
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at Pottery Neolithic sites such as Sha’ar Hagolan 
(FREIKMAN and GARFINKEL 2009), but also at Wadi 
Rabah sites including Abu Zureiq (GARFINKEL and 
MATSKEVICH
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(Fig. 11:18; GARFINKEL
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Zehora II, Stratum II (GOPHER and EYAL
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Beni Salame are currently the oldest of their kind 
known from Egypt. The cattle were a local species 
that was possibly domesticated in the eastern 

Western Desert in the 8th millennium calBC (GAU-
TIER 2007; LINSEELE 2013, 98), but a contribution of 
domesticated Asian cattle is evident in the genetic 
dataset (DECKER et al4
���¹�4
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from Merimde Beni-Salame might, therefore, have 
been imported alongside domesticated Levantine 
cattle, which interbred with the African species.

4.5 Subsistence

While the subsistence patterns of northern Meso-
potamia and the Levant in the 6th millennium 
calBC can be regarded as a continuation of Pottery 
Neolithic practise, Egypt witnessed a dramatic 
change. Sheep and goats seem to have been intro-
duced to Africa from the Sinai as early as the 7th 
millennium calBC (WENGROW 2006, 23–24; 
�]����	� 2015, 281–282), but they do not appear 
as domesticates in Lower Egypt until much later. 
Rather, it seems probable that a substantial popula-
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livestock and domesticated food plants to the Delta 
and the Fayum during the 6th millennium calBC 
(BAR-YOSEF 2013, 243; TASSIE 2014, 194). The pre-
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Neolithic sites appeared in the Delta. The chrono-
logical data indicates that the immigrants who set-
tled in Lower Egypt likely came from the Wadi 
Rabah cultural tradition, though ongoing contacts 
over time mean that some elements of the exchange 
might have come from its earliest phases, before 
the ‘classic’ Wadi Rabah suite had fully formed.

5 Discussion

While the dating of the Neolithic in Egypt, partic-
ularly in the Delta region, is still problematic, it is 
likely that the Pottery Neolithic arrived in the 
mid-6th millennium calBC. Chronologically, the 
rise of the Pottery Neolithic of Egypt correlates 
with the Wadi Rabah culture of the southern 
Levant. Several features in the assemblage of Neo-
lithic Egypt, such as ceramic shapes (bowls, hole-
mouth jars, chalices) and decorations (burnish, 
herringbone patter incisions), and pierced pottery 
discs are typical for the Wadi Rabah culture and 
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such as the sickle blades and the arrowheads, are 
not typical for the Wadi Rabah culture, but do 
occur as part of that assemblage. The 6th millenni-
um calBC was a transformative period, which saw 
the consolidation of the Neolithic lifestyle and its 
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accompanying suite of material culture in the 
Levant and its spread to Egypt. This interaction 
does not stand by itself, but should be understood 
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between the southern Levant and Egypt in the 
Bronze Age (SOWADA 2009; BRINK and LEVY 2002). 

5.1 Driving and enabling factors 
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Levant and Egypt might have been enabled by cli-
matic changes in this period. Most reconstructed 
climatic records indicate a period of warm and wet 
climate for the 6th millennium calBC (see Table 4). 
This phase was called the Holocene Wet Phase by 
Robinson et al. (ROBINSON et al. 2006, 1536), who 
described this period as the wettest phase of the 
last 25,000 years. It lasted from c. 9000–5300 
calBC. In Africa it is known as the African Humid 
Period, and is characterised by a “green Sahara” 
(CLAUSSEN and GAYLER 1997). The level of the 
Mediterranean Sea was lower and the Levantine 
coastline was further to the west. Present day arid 
areas were likely to have been at least partially 
inhabitable in the 6th millennium calBC.

It is likely, in this period, that migrations and 
cultural interchanges between the Levant and 
Africa were facilitated by these favourable climat-
ic conditions. Water and feeding grounds for live-
stock were more readily available in the Negev 
and Sinai, and movement between the two conti-
nents posed less of a risk than in dry periods. Pre-
sumably no ecological border was perceived 
between Levant and Egypt, with the landscape 
rather being viewed as a continuum. While a basic 
climate-deterministic explanation for the transre-

gional interaction of the 6th millennium calBC is 
probably overly simplistic, it should be noted that 
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these two regions, in the Early Bronze Age, again 
corresponds with a period of favourable climate 
(ROSEN 2007; ISSAR and ZOHAR 2007; LANGGUT et 
al. 2015). In this scenario, climate probably ena-
bled a period of interaction that was culturally 
driven. The Wadi Rabah culture was marked by 
intensive transregional interactions with the Halaf 
culture to the north, from which it imported 
notions of ceramic typology and iconography, raw 
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ished Halaf seals and ceramics into the southern 
Levant (ROSENBERG, GETZOV and ASSAF 2010; 
GOPHER, MARDER and BARKAI 2011; GETZOV 2011). 
This early internationalism could have also have 
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the south-eastern perimeters of the Levant.

5.2 Mechanisms of cultural spread

Cultural features of the southern Levant were like-
ly imported into Egypt by mobile farmer-herders 
or other migrating groups (�]����	� 2015, 284). 
The migration could have been the result of indi-
viduals or small groups from the southern Levant 
exploring the landscape for new pastures, and con-
sequently merging with the local population. Tas-
sie (TASSIE 2014, 187) has already pointed out that 
this concept is supported by DNA studies, which 
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northern Africa. Arredi et al. (ARREDI et al. 2004) 
mapped the genome of 275 men of northern Afri-
ca, tracing variations in Y-chromosomes, and 
hapolgroups J* and E3b2 are believed to have been 

Table 4: Summary of environmental records of the 6th millennium cal BC

Type of evidence Sample Proxy data Climate Reference
stable isotope GISP2 U18O wet and warm (GROOTES et al. 1993)

Site 967 U18O wet (EMEIS et al. 2003)
MD84641 U18O wet (FONTUGNE and CALVERT 1992)
Jeita Cave U18�5
U13C wet and warm (VERHEYDENA et al. 2008)
Soreq Cave U18�5
U13C wet and warm (BAR-MATTHEWS et al. 2003)
Red Sea U18O wet (ARZ et al. 2003)

pollen cores Hula and Ghrab Pistacia, 
Quercus 

wet and warm (ROSSIGNOL-STRICK 1995)

Hula Olea wet (BARUCH and BOTTEMA 1999)
Feynan tree pollen wet (HUNT et al. 2004)
Burullus Cyperaceae wet (BERNHARDT, HORTON and STANLEY 2012)

Dead Sea sea levels unclear (HEMMING 2004); (MIGOWSKI et al. 2006)
sea levels Levantine coast morphology 13.5 and 16.5 m lower (SIVAN et al. 2001)
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introduced to Egypt from the Middle East. The 
authors suggest a Neolithic date for this genetic 
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between father-son pairs and an assumed 25 or 30 
years per generation. These results corroborate the 
notion of a demic expansion from the southern 
Levant into Egypt, introducing ceramic and lithic 
technology and domesticates to the local subsist-
ence strategy.

6 Conclusion

The examination of the available radiocarbon 
dates from Egypt shows that the Pottery Neolithic 
likely started around the mid-6th millennium 
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long been suggested, and parallels sought in the 
material culture of the Yarmukian, Lodian, Nizza-
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entities. However, the analysis of the Neolithic and 

Early Chalcolithic cultures in this paper shows 
that only the Wadi Rabah complex overlapped 
with the onset of the Egyptian Neolithic to a sig-
��)�'��
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in the material culture assemblages of the Wadi 
Rabah and Egyptian Neolithic entities can be dis-
cerned. The interactions discussed in this paper 
should be seen as a prelude to the closer interac-
tion between the southern Levant and Egypt dur-
ing the Early Bronze Age (VAN DEN BRINK and 
LEVY 2002), adding a further chapter to the longue 
durée of connections in the Eastern Mediterranean 
(Fig. 12). 
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